STAS windsor & riva

bring a piece of nature into your home
In addition to aluminum rails, STAS also offers wooden rails in 2
different models. The STAS windsor is elegant and warm where the
STAS riva has a more robust look and feel. Two distinctive models,
suitable for any interior! Both models are easy to use and each has
a different profile for which fitting hooks are available.
Our wooden rails are made out of Ayous wood and are FSC and
PEFC certificated. Ayous wood differs from other wood since it does
not deform nor splinter, and is perfectly suitable to repaint because
of its smooth texture. Perfect wood for your picture hanging system!
Can be mounted screwed, nailed and glued*.
Experience the pleasant warmth of wood in your interior!
* The weight capacity of a glued rails is highly dependent on the surface, so care must be taken here.
More information on how to best glue our wooden rails can be found on our website www.stasgroup.com

Features STAS windsor
18 x 45 mm
± 240 cm
Ayous wood
wall mountable,
not adjoining to ceiling
Weight capacity 20 kg/m
Warranty
5 years
Dimensions
Length
Material
Installation

Features STAS riva
17 x 45 mm
± 240 cm
Ayous wood
wall mountable,
adjoining to ceiling
Weight capacity20 kg/m
Warranty
5 years
Dimensions
Length
Material
Installation

STAS windsor
RP50224 240 cm

STAS riva
RP50124 240 cm

STAS windsor & riva hooks and cords

STAS windsor & riva have their own collection of hooks, which can be combined with the
existing hooks and cords from STAS.

Cords

STAS perlon cord
with loop
PL10110 100 cm
PL10115 150 cm
PL10120 200 cm
PL10125 250 cm
PL10130 300 cm

STAS steel cable
with loop
SL10110 100 cm
SL10115 150 cm
SL10120 200 cm
SL10125 250 cm
SL10130 300 cm

STAS hook windsor
HW10200 white

STAS hook windsor
HW30200 alu

STAS hook windsor
HW60200 gold

Hooks
STAS smartspring
HA30900

STAS zipper
HA30501

Possible combinations

max.
4 kg

perlon cord
with loop +
smartspring

max.
15 kg

perlon cord with
loop + zipper or
zipper pro

max.
20 kg

steelcable with
loop + zipper or
zipper pro

STAS zipper pro
HA30530

STAS hook riva
HW50700

